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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to an optical disk player having a magazine for storing disks which permits the playing of selected disks from the magazine, and more particularly, to a disk player having a magazine holding disks on pivotally mounted stacked carriages and a separator device for extracting carriages from the magazine. Furthermore, the disk player has a disk reader for reading selected disks which are partially withdrawn from the magazine thereby permitting a compact construction.

[0002] Disk players having magazines for storing disks typically provide a selecting apparatus for transporting a selected disk from the magazine and to a disk reader or an ejection position. Such a disk player has a magazine wherein carriages are stacked upon each other. The carriages are individually withdrawn by being pulled from the magazine. As a selected carriage is pulled from the magazine a carriage above the selected carriage is displaced away from the selected carriage. The displacement is accomplished by means of a protrusion on a top surface of the selected carriage disengaging from a recess on a bottom surface of the carriage above it. Such a disengaging operation does not permit smooth operation of the magazine. Furthermore, since the carriages are stacked, additional means must be provided to prevent a carriage below the selected carriage from being pulled from the magazine along with the selected carriage which further complicates the mechanism and increases the cost of production. Thus, an efficient means for removing carriages from a stacked magazine is required.

[0003] In DE-A-40 35 102, disks are placed in a magazine which is then inserted into the apparatus. A rotatable cam member has arms attached to it and to trays in the magazine. As the cam member moves, the trays are moved up or down until a selected tray is in alignment with the optical reading mechanism. As in the previous reference, there is no efficient means for actually removing carriages or disks from the stacked magazine. Further, the optical reading mechanism must be moved toward the disks instead of the disks being transported to the reading mechanism.

[0004] Disk players are also provided with carriages having a pair of concentric circular recesses for accepting both 12 cm and 8 cm disks. A disk player having such dual recess carriages is disclosed in Japanese Laid-Open Publication No. 4-38662. The dual recess carriages are, however, thicker than single recess carriages and thus result in a bulkier magazine than a magazine including only single recess carriages. Thus, an improved method of providing a low profile magazine having the capability of storing both an 8 cm disk and 12 cm disks is required.

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide a disk player which overcomes the drawbacks of the prior art.

[0006] It is a further object of the invention to provide a disk player with a magazine having a compact structure.

[0007] It is a still further object of the invention to provide a disk player with a magazine accepting carriages in a stacked fashion to provide a low profile.

[0008] It is yet a further object of the present invention to provide a magazine for holding disks in stack carriages wherein the carriages are pivotally held in the magazine to permit adjacent carriages to be displaced apart thereby permitting efficient insertion and extraction of carriages.

[0009] It is also an object of the present invention to provide a disk player having a separating mechanism for displacing apart stacked carriages in a magazine.

[0010] Yet another object of the present invention is to provide disk player having a carriage separating mechanism which simultaneously displaces apart carriages and secures a non-selected carriage in a magazine to permit smooth extraction of carriages from the magazine.

[0011] Still another object of the present invention is to provide a disk player with a magazine having stacked carriages and a separator mechanism for displacing apart the stacked carriages to permit a disk reader to read a disk in a carriage partially extracted from the magazine.

[0012] A still further object of the present invention is to provide a disk player having a low profile and a capability of accepting both 8 cm and 12 cm disks.

[0013] The present invention provides a disk player as defined in claim 1.

[0014] According to an embodiment of the invention there is provided a disk player having a magazine for storing disks on carriages and a disk transport mechanism transporting a selected disk between four positions including an eject position, a load position, a playback position, and a store position which lie in a single plane. The selected disk is carried upon a carriage from the magazine to the playback position where the selected disk is partially retracted from the magazine and positioned above a disk reader. An aligning mechanism provides relative movement between the magazine and a plane of transport of the disk transport mechanism permitting a selected disk to be inserted or removed from the magazine at the store position. The disk reader is positioned to read the selected disk while the selected disk overlaps disks stored in the magazine resulting in a smaller disk player size. The magazine pivotally holds the carriages in a stacked arrangement with prongs engaging recesses in the carriages. The magazine also holds a carriage for accepting disks of two sizes. A separator mechanism pivots apart carriages in the maga-
zine to allow sufficient clearance for removal and insertion of a selected carriage. The separator mechanism also has a stopping protrusion which serves as a keeper to hold a carriage below the selected carriage in the magazine during withdrawal of the selected carriage.

[0015] Co-pending European patent application No. 94 103 352.4 claims also a disk player comprising in particular =

- means for separating said carriage to permit said disk reader to read said selected disk while said selected disk overlaps others of said disks within said magazine; and
- means for transporting the selected disk between the disk reader, an eject and load position and said magazine.

[0016] According to an embodiment of the invention, there is provided a disk player capable of playing a selected disk of a plurality of disks comprising: a disk reader for reading the selected disk, a magazine, holding means in the magazine for movably holding plurality of disks, the means for movably holding including means for permitting displacement of the plurality of disks in a direction substantially perpendicular to recording surfaces of the disks, transport means for transporting the selected disk between the disk reader and the magazine, and separator means for increasing a spacing between at least one disk adjacent to the selected disk in the magazine to permit operation of the transport means.

[0017] According to a feature of the invention, there is provided a magazine for storing disks comprising: a plurality of carriages stacked in the magazine with adjacent surfaces in contact with each other, the carriages including at least one first carriage and a second carriage, the first carriage having a single recess in a top surface for accepting a disk of a first size having a diameter less than a diameter of the single recess, the second carriage having a first and a second concentric recess in a top surface and occupying a bottom position in the magazine, the first recess accepting disks of the first type, the second recess having a smaller diameter than a diameter of the first recess for accepting a disk of a second type having a diameter less than the smaller diameter, the second carriage having a protrusion from a bottom surface corresponding to the second recess, and the magazine having base guide supports for slidably supporting the second carriage on bottom edge surfaces of the second carriage outside of an area of the protrusion.

[0018] According to a further feature of the invention, there is provided a disk player capable of playing a selected disk of a plurality of disks comprising: a disk reader for reading the selected disk, carriages for accepting the plurality of disks, a magazine having a plurality of holding means for movably holding the carriages to permit displacement of the carriages in a direction substantially perpendicular to recording surfaces of the disks, transport means for transporting a selected carriage of the carriages between the disk reader and the magazine, and means for keeping a non-transferred carriage, adjacent the selected carriage, in the magazine during removal of the selected carriage by the transport means.

[0019] According to a still further feature of the invention, there is provided disk player capable of playing a selected disk of a plurality of disks comprising: a disk reader for reading the selected disk, carriages for accepting the plurality of disks, a magazine having a plurality of prongs for pivotally holding the carriages, along a rear edge furthest from the disk reader, to permit displacement of the carriages in a direction substantially perpendicular to recording surfaces of the disks, the carriages each including a recess having a depth for accepting one of the prongs such that the carriages are stacked in the magazine with adjacent surfaces in contact with each other, the adjacent surfaces of the carriages in the magazine having interlocking guides, transport means for transporting a selected carriage of the carriages between the disk reader and the magazine, separator means for pivoting apart adjacent carriages in the magazine to relatively inclined positions to permit insertion and removal of the selected carriage to and from the magazine, the separator means being responsive to the transport means inserting and removing the selected carriage to and from the magazine, displaceable ones of the carriages having a separa-
surface of the selected disk to the disk reader.

[0021] According to a still further feature of the invention, there is provided disk handling device comprising: a disk storage device permanently contained in the disk handling device, the disk storage device including means for storing a plurality of disks in a concentric array, the concentric array having a predetermined spacing between adjacent ones of the disks, means for withdrawing a selected one of the plurality of disks from concentric array, the means for withdrawing including means for increasing the spacing adjacent at least one surface of the selected one to an increased spacing, a reading position, the means for withdrawing including means for transporting the selected one from the disk storage device to the reading position, the reading position including overlapping of the selected one with a remainder of the concentric array, and the increased spacing being sufficient to permit reading an information content of the disk in the reading position.

[0022] The above, and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following description read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which like reference numerals designate the same elements.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] Fig. 1 is a simplified plan view of an embodiment of a disk player of the present invention showing a tray and carriage in an ejection position.

[0024] Fig. 2 is a simplified plan view of the embodiment of Fig. 1 showing the tray and carriage in a load position.

[0025] Fig. 3 is a simplified plan view of the embodiment of Fig. 1 showing the tray and carriage in a playback position.

[0026] Fig. 4 is a simplified plan view of the embodiment of Fig. 1 showing the tray and carriage in a store position.

[0027] Fig. 5 is an exploded perspective view of a main chassis of the embodiment of the disk player of Fig. 1.

[0028] Fig. 6 is an exploded perspective view of a clamping mechanism and a top plate of the main chassis of Fig. 5.

[0029] Fig. 7 is an exploded perspective view of a disk reader assembly of the embodiment of the disk player of Fig. 1.

[0030] Fig. 8 is a view of a cross section of a rubber damper in the disk reader assembly of Fig. 7.

[0031] Fig. 9A is a plan view of a carriage of the disk player of Fig. 1.

[0032] Fig. 9B is a side view of the carriage of Fig. 9A.

[0033] Fig. 10 is a perspective view of the carriage of Fig. 9A.

[0034] Fig. 11 is an exploded perspective view of a magazine of the disk player of Fig. 1.

[0035] Fig. 12 is an exploded perspective view of a cam plate assembly of the disk player of Fig. 1.

[0036] Fig. 13 is an exploded perspective view of the tray of the disk player of Fig. 1.

[0037] Fig. 14 is an exploded perspective view of a transport mechanism, on a right side plate of the main chassis of Fig. 5, for transporting the tray, carriages, and separating the carriages in the magazine.

[0038] Fig. 15 is an exploded perspective view of a linear guide on a left side plate of the main chassis shown in Fig. 5.

[0039] Fig. 16 is an exploded perspective view of a vertical drive mechanism, on a bottom plate of the main chassis of Fig. 5, for moving the magazine and the disk reader assembly.

[0040] Fig. 17 is a side view of a tray moving mechanism of the transport mechanism of Fig. 14 shown in the ejection position.

[0041] Fig. 18 is a side view of the tray moving mechanism of Fig. 17 shown in the load position.

[0042] Fig. 19 is a side view of the tray moving mechanism of Fig. 17 shown in the playback position.

[0043] Fig. 20 is a side view of the tray moving mechanism in the store position.

[0044] Fig. 21 is a side view of a carriage moving mechanism of the transport mechanism of Fig. 14 shown in the ejection position.

[0045] Fig. 22 is a side view of the carriage moving mechanism of Fig. 21 shown in the load position.

[0046] Fig. 23 is a side view of the carriage moving mechanism of Fig. 21 shown in the playback position.

[0047] Fig. 24 is a side view of the carriage moving mechanism of Fig. 21 shown in the store position.

[0048] Fig. 25 is a side view of a lifter mechanism, of the transport mechanism of Fig. 14, shown in the ejection position.

[0049] Fig. 26 is a side view of the lifter mechanism of Fig. 25 shown in the load position.

[0050] Fig. 27 is a side view of the lifter mechanism of Fig. 25 shown in the playback position.

[0051] Fig. 28 is a side view of the lifter mechanism of Fig. 25 shown in the store position.

[0052] Fig. 29 is a plan view of the vertical transport mechanism of Fig. 16 shown in a magazine transport mode to place the magazine in a top position.

[0053] Fig. 30 is a side of the magazine and cam plate assembly showing the magazine in the top position.

[0054] Fig. 31 is a plan view of the vertical transport mechanism of Fig. 16 shown in a magazine transport mode for placing the magazine a bottom position.

[0055] Fig. 32 is a side of the magazine and cam plate assembly showing the magazine in the bottom position.

[0056] Fig. 33 is a plan view of the vertical transport mechanism of Fig. 16 shown in a disk reader assembly positioning mode with the disk reader assembly in a lowered position.

[0057] Fig. 34 is side view of the disk reader assembly in the lowered position.

[0058] Fig. 35 is a plan view of the vertical transport
mechanism of Fig. 16 shown in a disk reader assembly positioning mode with the disk reader assembly in a raised position.

[0059] Fig. 36 is a side view of the disk reader assembly in the raised position.

[0060] Fig. 37 is a side view, partially in cross section, of a magazine and a lifter plate of the lifter mechanism of Fig. 25 shown in the playback position.

[0061] Fig. 38 is a side view of the lifter plate of the lifter mechanism of Fig. 25 shown in the store position.

[0062] Fig. 39 is a side view of a cross section of the disk player of Fig. 1 showing a disk, in the playback position, with the disk reader and the magazine filled with disks.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0063] Referring to Fig. 1, an embodiment of a disk player 1 of the present invention is shown having a tray 20 moved to an ejection position outside disk player 1. A magazine 50 has seven storage positions (not shown) for holding a base carriage 58 and six standard carriages 59 (one of which is shown) upon which disks 201 are carried. The base carriage 58 is removed from a base (lowest), or seventh position in the magazine 50 and is held in the tray 20 at the ejection position, extending out from disk player 1, for the acceptance or removal of a disk.

[0064] The base carriage 58 has first and second concentric circular recesses, 162 and 166, for the acceptance of 12 cm and 8 cm compact disks respectively. A clearance notch 161 extends inward from the perimeter of base carriage 58, ending in a center arc 160. The base carriage 58 is identical to the standard carriages 59 with the exception that the standard carriages 59 lack the second circular recess 166. For the purpose of illustration, the operation of the disk player 1 is described with the base carriage 58 identified as a selected carriage being operated upon, however, it is understood that the operations apply to all the carriages.

[0065] The tray 20 has two flanges 76 which are flush with the first circular recess 162 when the base carriage 58 is held by the tray 20. The flanges 76 provide additional support for a 12 cm disk placed in the base carriage 58. An optical disk reader assembly 200, includes an optical pick-up 203 and a turntable 202, situated in front of the magazine 50.

[0066] Referring to Fig. 2, the tray 20 is shown at a load position. A 12 cm disk 201 is disposed in the base carriage 58 in preparation for loading onto the disk reader assembly 200.

[0067] Referring now also to Fig. 3, the base carriage 58 is shown at a playback position where a center of the disk 201 is aligned with the axis of the turntable 202. A shuttle 28, shown in dashed line, engages the base carriage 58. The shuttle 28 is actuated by a transport mechanism (not shown) to move the base carriage 58 from the load position of Fig. 2 to the playback position of Fig. 3. The disk 201 is read by the optical pick-up 203 scanning a recording surface of the disk 201 via the clearance notch 161 as disk 201 is rotated by the turntable 202.

[0068] At the playback position in Fig. 3, a portion of the disk 201 overlaps remaining disks 201* stored in the magazine 50. In this position, disk 201 is rotated while it remains partially within the magazine 50. This arrangement permits the disk player 1 to be constructed in a compact manner wherein the disk 201 is displaced a minimum distance from a position concentric with the disks 201*. Placement of the turntable 202 just outside an outer radius of the stored disk 201* and the movement of the optical pick-up 203 parallel to a path of the transport mechanism allows the structure of the disk player 1 to be further reduced in size. The disk 201 is stored in the magazine 50 by the shuttle 28 moving the base carriage 58 into the magazine 50. The overlap feature described is also realizable in an alternate embodiment where the magazine 50 is disposed between the ejection and load positions.

[0069] The feature of having both load and playback positions permits a further reduction in the size of the disk player 1. If the disk player 1 of Fig. 3 were to read the disk 201 in the load position, the movement of the optical pick-up 203 would require extension of a carriage beyond the bounds shown in Fig. 3. This extension would be required for clearance of the optical pick-up 203 when reading an outer perimeter of the disk in the load position. A pickup transport mechanism and a body of the pickup would extend out beyond an optical lens of the pickup. Therefore, additional clearance in the base carriage 58 would be necessitated. Thus, the base carriage 58 and tray 20 would be extended. In addition to requiring a larger chassis, such an extension presents an additional problem in that the tray 20 must extend further from the chassis when in the ejection position. Thus, the use of both the load position and the playback position shortens the length of the tray 20 and base carriage 58. The illustrated embodiment incorporates both the features of having the overlapping playback position and the load position, however, embodiments having a single one of either of these features are realizable. Additionally, an embodiment having a load position and no magazine is also realizable and advantageous in that the tray is shortened. Such embodiments are viewed as being within the spirit of the present invention.

[0070] Referring to Fig. 4, the disk player 1 is shown with all carriages stored in the magazine 50 wherein the top one of carriages 59 is representative of the positioning of all carriages 58 and 59 in the magazine 50. Once all the standard carriages 59, disks 201*, and base carriage 58 are stored in the magazine 50, the magazine 50 is movable in a direction perpendicular to recorded surfaces of the stored disks, 201 and 201*, since there is no longer an overlap. Movement of the magazine 50 permits a selected disk therein to be aligned with a plane
of the tray 20 for transport to the playback, load, and ejection positions.

[0071] Referring to Fig. 5, a main chassis 2 of the disk player includes a base chassis 10 with a bottom plate 11. Right and left side plates, 82 and 84, respectively, are fixed to bottom plate 11 by screws or other forms of fasteners (not shown). A top plate 30 is similarly fastened to a vertical extension 10’ of the base chassis 10 and the right and left side plates, 82 and 84. The right and left side plates, 82 and 84, have vertical guide slots, 70 and 71, which function in conjunction with a magazine transport mechanism described below.

[0072] Referring now also to Fig. 6, the top plate 30 incorporates a clamp assembly 190 which clamps the disks to the turntable 202.

[0073] Referring to Fig. 7, an exploded view of the disk reader assembly 200 shows the optical pick-up 203 and turntable 202 which attach to a mounting frame 182. The mounting frame 182 is flexibly supported by rubber dampers 183 within a support frame comprised of rods 184 and a pair of end plates 180. Corner brackets 167 are attached to the support frame and have pivot pins 188 which engage a pivot bracket 181. The support frame is pivoted to clamp a disk between the turntable 202 and the clamp assembly 190 of the top plate 30 shown in Fig. 6.

[0074] Referring to Fig. 8, an enlarged cross section of one of the rubber dampers 183 is shown connecting the mounting frame 162 to one of the end plates 180. A screw 185 and washer (not numbered) attach a center portion of the rubber damper 183 to the mounting frame 182. An annular inwardly directed flange of the rubber damper 163 is engaged within a flared lip 171 of an aperture 194 in the end plate 180. The aperture 194 has a sufficient diameter to provide clearance for a head of the screw 185. The rubber damper 183 has a cone shaped structure providing sufficient flexibility to function as a flexible suspension for isolating vibrations from the optical pick-up 203 and turntable 202. It is clear that alternative suspensions means, including springs, dashpots, and resilient plastics for example, are realizable by those skilled in the art, having viewed this disclosure.

[0075] Referring now to Figs. 9A, 9B, and 10, the base carriage 56 shown is also representative of the standard carriages 59 except as noted herein. The base carriage 56 has the clearance notch 161 and center arc 160, discussed above, to provide access by the optical pick-up 203 and turntable 202 to the recording surface of a disk carried on the base carriage 56. The first and second circular recesses, 162 and 166, position disks on the base carriage 56 for proper alignment with the turntable 202 in the playback position shown in Fig. 3. The second circular recess 166 results in a surface protrusion 168 extending from a lower surface of the base carriage 56 as shown in Fig. 9B. The surface protrusion 168 is, however, absent in the standard carriages 59 which do not have the second circular recess 166. A shuttle engage-

[0076]ment notch 163 in a right side of the base carriage 56 permits engagement by a shuttle arm 69 on the shuttle 26 (shown in Figs. 1-4) to move base carriage 56 between its load, playback and store positions. A detent notch 164 on the right side of the base carriage 56 is engaged by a spring (not shown) when the base carriage 56 is stored in the magazine 50. A wedge-shaped protrusion 167 extends from the right side of the base carriage 56. Wedge-shaped protrusion 167 is engaged by a lifting mechanism (not shown), as is described below. Rectangular recesses 165 in a lower surface of the carriages 56 and 59 accept support prongs located within the magazine 50.

[0077] Guide ridges 55 extend upward from a top surface of all carriages 56 and 59. Guide grooves (not shown) are formed in the lower surfaces all carriages 56 and 59. The guide ridge 55 on the upper surface of each standard carriage 59 engages the guide groove in the lower surface of the next higher standard carriage 59 when the standard carriages are stacked in the magazine 50. Engagement between the guide ridges 55 and their mating guide grooves guide the standard carriages 59, as they are transported to and from the magazine 50.

[0078] Base carriage 56 has the same guide grooves as do standard carriages 59. However, the guide grooves in base carriage 56 are engaged by an external element, rather than by guide ridges in adjacent carriages, as will be explained below.

[0079] Referring to Fig. 11, an exploded view of the magazine 50 and the base and standard carriages, 58 and 59, shows the standard carriages 59 stacked in the top six positions and the base carriage 58 in the bottom, or seventh position. A magazine chassis 50’ has a pair of guide rails 53 mounted on a base surface which serve to guide and support the base carriage 58 as it is transported to and from the magazine 50. A pair of pronged racks 51 have support prongs for accepting the base and standard carriages, 58 and 59. The support prongs couple into the rectangular recesses 165 (Figs. 9A and 10) in the carriages, 58 and 59, to support the standard carriages 59 when a selected carriage, 58 or 59, is removed from beneath the remaining standard carriages 59. The standard carriages 59 above a selected carriage are pivoted upon the support prongs in an upward direction by the lifting mechanism described below. Embodiments of the present invention include constructions wherein the carriages, 58 and 59, rest upon each other or are supported by the support prongs when not in a lifted state. It is further realized that other embodiment of the present invention could provide for slot recesses in the magazine 50 for accepting protrusions from the carriages, 58 and 59, in order to pivotally support the carriages, 58 and 59.

[0079] A detent spring member 54 mounts on a back panel of the magazine chassis 50’. Spring fingers on detent spring member 54 engage the detent notches 164 of the carriages, 58 and 59, to retain them within the magazine 50. Upper and lower guide pins, 83 and 88,
fixed to sides of the magazine 50, travel in the vertical guides slots, 70 and 71, of the right and left side plates, 82 and 84, of the main chassis shown in Fig. 5.

[0060] Referring now also to Fig. 12, the magazine 50 sits within a cam plate assembly 13. Cam plate assembly 13 includes cam plates 14 attached to a cam plate chassis 13. The lower guide pins 88 slide in stepped cam slots 15 to raise and lower the magazine 50 as the cam plate assembly 13 is moved forward and backward. The cam plate chassis 13 has a pair of parallel guide pin slots 18 which accept guide pins 12 (shown in Fig. 16) in the bottom plate 11 of the main chassis to ensure parallel movement. The cam plate chassis 13 also has a rack 17 (partially hidden in Fig. 12) which engages a vertical drive assembly described below.

[0061] Referring to Fig. 13, the tray 20 has a tray plate 21 fixed to the left and right side members, 35 and 34, which are connected by a U-shaped bridge 33. The left and right side members, 34 and 35, have left and right rails, 37 and 37'. The right rail 37' has a rack (not shown) on a lower surface which engages the transport mechanism described below. A pair of support plates 78 hold the tray plate 21 and extend into an opening defined by the tray plate 21 to support the carriages, 58 and 59 (not shown in Fig. 13), transported on the tray 20. A shuttle lock lever 60 is rotatably attached to the right side member 34 by a pin 77. Shuttle lock lever 60 locks the shuttle arm 69 once any one of the carriages, 58 and 59, is in the tray 20. This fixes the carriage 59 relative to the tray while the tray 20 transports the carriage 59 between the ejection and load positions.

[0062] Referring to Fig. 14, the right side plate 82 of the main chassis has first and second right rail support members, 40 and 46, which fit together to form a C-shaped slot for accepting the right rail 37" (Fig. 13) of the tray 20.

[0063] Referring now to Fig. 15, the left side plate 64 of the main chassis has affixed thereto first and second left rail support members, 41 and 48, which form a C-shaped slot for the left rail 37 (Fig. 13) of the tray 20. The tray 20 is thus slidably held in the main chassis with the left and right rails, 37 and 37", constrained for linear motion.

[0064] Referring again to Fig. 14, the transport mechanism includes a motor 230, mounted to the right side plate 82. The torque output of motor 230 is coupled by a pulley 27 and a belt 31 to a first speed reduction gear 26 mounted on a shaft 94. A second speed reduction gear 29 engages the first speed reduction gear 26 and the rack of the right rail 37" to drive the tray 20 forward and backward. A drive gear 39 is integrally formed on the second speed reduction gear 29. The drive gear 39 passes through an aperture 95 to drive a lifter gear 42 of a lifter mechanism. The lifter mechanism separates adjacent higher ones of the carriages, 58 and 59 to provide clearance above a disk to be rotated and read.

[0065] The lifter mechanism has a lifter plate 43 with a lifter plate pin 45. Lifter plate pin 45 engages a lifter cam slot 72 on the lifter gear 42 (better seen in Figs. 25-28). The lifter plate 43 is slidably supported by slots, 73 and 74, and support pins, 80 and 81, to permit forward and backward motion of the lifter plate 43 guided by lifter cam slot 72.

[0066] Referring momentarily to Fig. 37, the lifter plate 43 has two protrusions, a carriage lifter 140 which is circular, and a carriage stopper 141 which has an inclined surface. The carriage lifter 140 engages the wedge-shaped protrusion 167 of the next higher one of the carriages 59 above the selected carriage 59 in the magazine 50 and lifts the next higher one carriage 59 to provide clearance above the selected carriage 59 so that the selected carriage 59 may be moved partly out of the magazine 50, and may be rotated and read in that position. Simultaneously, the carriage stopper 141 engages the first of the carriages, 58 and 59, below the selected carriage 59. The carriage stopper 141 functions as a keeper to hold the first of the carriages below the selected carriage, and all lower carriages, in the magazine 50 while the selected carriage moved outward.

[0067] The right side plate 82 also has affixed thereto carriage restrainers, 86 and 87, which are spaced apart to define a slot 89. The carriage restrainers 86, 87 fit into the shuttle engagement notches 163 of the carriages 58, 59 above and below the slot 89. The carriage aligned with the slot 89, however, is free to move in and out of the slot 89. The slot 89 is sufficiently narrow to permit only one carriage to pass through at a time. Therefore, the magazine 50 must be positioned to align the slot 89 with the selected cage to permit the selected carriage to be moved outward to the playback or ejection positions. Thus, the carriage restrainers 86, 87 retain the non-selected carriages when the selected carriage is moved to the playback or ejection positions. The process is reversed for replacing the selected carriage into the magazine 50.

[0068] The carriage restrainers 86, 87 are arranged perpendicularly to the carriages 58, 59. When the magazine 50 moves up and down, carriage restrainers 86, 87 remain within the shuttle engagement notches 163 of the carriages 58, 59. This arrangement permits the carriages 58, 59 to be moved vertically with the magazine 50 without being hindered by the carriage restrainers 86, 87. The carriage restrainers 86, 87 are positioned between the edges of the carriages 58, 59 closest to the playback position. Thus, no additional space between the playback position and the carriages 58, 59 is required.

[0069] Referring now to Fig. 39, the lifter mechanism separates the carriages, 58 and 59, to provide sufficient clearance for the selected disk to be raised clear of a supporting carriage by the turntable 202. As will be explained, turntable 202 is hinged into position against the surface of a disk. Alternate embodiments could include mechanisms for linearly lifting the carriages, 58 and 59, and mechanisms for depressing carriages below a selected carriage where a selected disk is lowered onto a
turntable instead of being raised. Furthermore, embodiments without litter mechanisms wherein a magazine stores disks with sufficient clearance to allow a partially removed disk to be read by a disk reader can be effected. Finally, a disk player without carriages is realizable wherein disks are transported by means such as belts engaging edges of the disks.

[0090] Returning to Fig. 14, the second speed reduction gear 29 also drives a shuttle gear 23 via a reversing gear 25. The shuttle gear 23 engages a rack 68 on a shuttle 28. A shuttle arm 69 protrudes laterally from shuttle 28. The shuttle 28 is slidably mounted to the right side plate 52 by guide members, 22 and 24. The shuttle arm 69 engages the shuttle engagement notch 163 (Fig. 9A) in the selected carriage to transport it.

[0091] The shuttle gear 23 has a cam slot 52 which engages a tray locking member 150. The tray locking member 150 has a slot 152 through which a shaft 130, upon which the shuttle gear 23 rotates, passes through. The tray locking member 150 also has a pin 151 which travels in a right angle slot 49 in the first right rail support member 40. The tray locking member 150 is cammed upward until a tooth 57 at its upper end engages locking notch 65 in the right rail 37° to hold the tray 20 (Fig. 13) in the load position.

[0092] Referring to Fig. 16, a vertical drive mechanism is mounted on the bottom plate 11 of the main chassis. The vertical drive mechanism includes a clamp driving mechanism for moving the disk reader assembly 200 to and from its clamping position, and a magazine driving mechanism for moving the magazine 50 via the cam plate assembly 13° of Fig. 12. A drive motor 231 provides power to drive both assemblies because the disk reader assembly 200 and the magazine 50 are moved at different times.

[0093] The drive motor 231 drives a worm gear 111 via a pulley 92 and belt 32. The worm gear 111 drives an associated speed reduction gear 112 which in turn drives an input gear 116 of a planetary gear assembly 100. The planetary gear assembly 100 includes a sun gear 100a, two planetary gears 100b, and an annulus gear serving as a second output gear 119. The input gear 116 rotates the sun gear 100a of the planetary gear assembly 100. A first output gear 117 acts as a cage driven by the planetary gears 100b. The first output gear 117 is coupled via a first speed reducing gear 115 to the rack 17 (Fig. 12) of the cam plate assembly to raise and lower the magazine 50. The second output gear 119 includes a toothed perimeter of the annulus gear that is coupled to a cam gear 110 via a second speed reduction gear 114. The cam gear 110 has a cam slot 101 which engages a lifting pin 186 (Fig. 7) on the support frame of the disk reader assembly 200 to pivot the disk reader assembly 200 between a clamped and an unclamped position.

[0094] If a first output of planetary gear assembly 100 is locked, rotational motion is shifted entirely to a second output and vice versa.

[0095] Referring now also to Fig. 29, a shifting member 44 pivots upon shaft 127 to select a desired output from the planetary gear assembly 100. The shifting member 44 has a first arm 61 which engages the lifter plate 43 which in turn pivots the shifting member 44 between a first and a second position. In a first position, an end of a second arm 62, which is covered by rubber to increase friction, is forced into contact with the first speed reduction gear 115 which in turn locks the first output gear 117. Locking the first output gear 117 channels the output of the drive motor 231 to the second output gear 119 which drives the cam gear 110 to raise and lower the disk reader assembly 200 (Fig. 7) upon the pivot pins 188. Alternatively, the lifter plate 43 moves the first arm 61 into a second position, rotating it clockwise, which forces a rubber tipped end of a third arm 63 against the second output gear 119 to lock it. The first output gear 117 is then forced to drive the cam plate assembly for raising and lowering the magazine 50.

[0096] Figs. 17-39 illustrate the operation of the present invention by detailing the states of the above referenced mechanisms when the disk player 1 is in each of the four states of Figs. 1-4, the ejection position, the load position, the playback position, and the store position. The mechanisms illustrated include the transport mechanism used to transport both the tray 20 and a selected carriage, the lifter mechanism, and the vertical drive mechanism for moving the magazine 50 and disk reader assembly 200. The mechanisms in states associated with the ejection position, illustrated in Fig. 1, are shown in Figs. 17, 21, and 25. States associated with the load position, illustrated in Fig. 2, are shown in Figs. 18, 22, and 26. States associated with the playback position, depicted in Fig. 3, are shown in Figs. 19, 23, 27, 33, and 34. And finally, states associated with the store position, of Fig. 4, are shown in Figs. 20, 24, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32, and 38.

[0097] Referring to Figs. 17-20, the transport mechanism operation is described below wherein the tray 20 is transported from a ejection position to a load position. In Fig. 17, the tray 20 is in the ejection position and the second speed reduction gear 29 is engaged with the rack 38 of the right rail 37°. The tray locking member 150 is in a lowered position with the pin 151 engaging the cam slot 52 at a position near a center of the shuttle gear 23. When the motor 230 is driven in a counter-clockwise direction, the second speed reduction gear 29 is driven clockwise moving the tray 20 toward the load position. Simultaneously, the shuttle gear 23 rotates clockwise and the pin 151 travels through a first advancing portion 66 of the cam slot 52 to a position further from the center of the shuttle gear 23 such that the pin 151 approaches a comer of the right angle slot 49 in the first right rail support member 40 (Fig. 14).

[0098] Referring now to Fig. 18, the tray 20 has progressed to a position in which the second speed reduction gear 29 no longer engages the rack 38 because teeth are reduced in height at a tapered end 64 of the
rack 38. Since teeth of the second speed reduction gear 29 are in close proximity to the teeth of the rack 38, intermittent contact between the rack 38 and the second speed reduction gear 29 is possible due to vibrations. To avoid such intermittent contact, the tray locking member 150 is positioned with the tooth 57 in partial engagement with the locking notch 65 of the right rail 37 in preparation for moving the rack 38 away from the second speed reduction gear 29. The tray locking member 150 is moved by a second advancing portion 67 (shown in Fig. 17) of the cam slot 52 to further distance the pin 151 from center of the shuttle gear 23. In Fig. 19, engagement of the tooth 57 in locking notch 65 moves the tray 20 into accurate alignment with the load position as the pin 151 advances to an outer periphery of the cam slot 52. The tray locking member urges the rack 38 completely out of engagement with the second speed reduction gear 29 with a selected one of the carriages, 58 and 59, (not shown) advanced from the tray 20 to the playback position by the shuttle 28 (not shown) as is described below.

[0099] Referring to Fig. 20, the shuttle gear 23 continues to rotate to transport the selected carriage to the store position. The pin 151 of the tray locking member 150 is advanced to an end of an outer periphery of the cam slot 52. The outer periphery of the cam slot 52 permits the shuttle gear 23 to continue to rotate while the tray locking member 150 remains in a locking position retaining the tray 20 in the load position. Simultaneously, the shuttle 28 transports the selected carriage toward the store position.

[0100] Referring again to Fig. 3, the tray 20 is shown in the load position in which the base carriage 58 and the disk 201 are advanced to the playback position. The disk 201 and base carriage 58 overlap the non-selected standard carriages 59 and stored disks 201' permitting the compact construction of the disk player 1. The optical pick-up 203 moves in a direction parallel to the transport direction of the disk 201 also facilitating compact construction. The advantage of retaining the tray 20 in the load position while the carriage 58 is advanced to the playback position is demonstrated by a travel of the optical pick-up 203 past the outer perimeter of the disk 201 when the optical pick-up 203 is at a left-most extreme position. If the carriage 58 was not displaced from the tray 20 to the playback position, the tray 20 would require a clearance notch for the optical pick-up 203 which would require that the tray 20 be made longer which in turn would result in the tray extending further out from the disk reader assembly 200 in the ejection position.

[0101] Referring Fig. 21, the transport mechanism is shown in an ejection state where the tray 20 (not shown) is at the ejection position. As discussed above, the motor 230 drives the shuttle gear 23 which drives the shuttle 28 via the rack 68. In the ejection state the shuttle 28 is disengaged from the shuttle gear 28 and is carried by the tray 20 where it is held by the shuttle lock lever 60 shown in Fig. 13.

[0102] Referring to Fig. 22, the transport mechanism is advanced to the load state. The shuttle 28 is carried by the advance of the tray 20 to a position where the rack 68 is engaged with the shuttle gear 23. The shuttle lock lever 60 (Fig. 13) has been rotated to disengage the shuttle 28 so that the shuttle 28 is free to advance with the clockwise rotation of the shuttle gear 23.

[0103] Referring now to Fig. 23, the shuttle 28 is further advanced to the playback position where the selected carriage is withdrawn from the tray 20 and positioned above the disk reader assembly 200 by the shuttle arm 69 coupled to with the shuttle engagement notch 163 (shown in Fig. 9A) of the selected carriage. Further clockwise rotation of the shuttle gear 23 advances the shuttle 28 to the store position wherein the selected carriage is placed in the magazine 50 in alignment with the other carriages, 58 and 59. Once in this position, the magazine transport mechanism can function to raise and lower the magazine 50 to select a disk as is described below.

[0104] Referring now to Fig. 24, the limit of travel of shuttle 28 is shown in the store position. Shuttle gear 23 is rotated clockwise to a position at which an end portion of the cam slot 52 is closest to the shuttle 28.

[0105] Referring to Figs. 25-26, in the operation of the lifter mechanism, the lifter plate 43 is actuated to lift all carriages above the selected carriage in the magazine 50 so that the selected carriage can be moved into or withdrawn from the magazine 50. In Figs. 25, 26, and 27, the lifter mechanism is in states associated with the eject, load, and playback positions. During these states the lifter plate 43 remains shifted to the right of the figure to a position, as shown in Fig. 37, wherein the carriage lifter 140 is engaged with the wedge-shaped protrusion 167 of the carriage 59 immediately above the selected carriage 59. The carriage lifter 140 lifts the top five of the carriages 59 to provide clearance for the insertion or removal of the selected carriage. The top five carriages 59 are shown pivoting upon prongs of the pronged rack 51 which secures the carriages 59 in the magazine 50. The carriage stopper 141 engages a top portion of the wedge protrusion 167 of the base carriage 58 to keep the base carriage 58 in place while the selected carriage is withdrawn from the magazine 50. Additionally, the carriage restrainers, 86 and 87, which are mounted on the right side plate 82, fit into the shuttle engagement notch 163 of the carriages, 58 and 59, to retain them in the magazine 50. The lifter plate 43 is maintained in the extreme right position at all times with the exception of when the selected carriage is in the store position. The lifter plate pin 45 travels within a concentric portion of the lifter cam slot 72 during these states, shown in Figs. 25-27, retaining lifter plate 43 at the extreme right position.

[0106] Referring to Figs. 28 and 36, the lifter plate 43 is shown in the store state where the lifter plate 43 is shifted to an extreme left position by the lifter cam slot
72 displacing the lifter plate 45 to the left and disengaging it from the wedge protrusions of the carriages, 58 and 59. In Fig. 38, the lifter plate 43 and the selected carriage are shown in the store position. Both the carriage lifter 140 and the carriage stopper 141 are clear of the wedge-shaped protrusions 157 and the shuttle arm 69 is aligned with the carriage restrainers, 86 and 87. The carriages, 58 and 59, then can be transported in a direction perpendicular to the disk recording surfaces by the magazine 50 to place a selected one of the carriages, 58 and 59 in alignment for loading or ejection.

[0107] The functions of transport of the tray 20 from the ejection position to the load position, the removal of the selected carriage from the tray 20 at the load position to the playback and store positions, and the lifting of the carriages 59 are all driven by the same motor 230 in a sequential fashion. This permits cost savings to be realized over embodiments employing separate motors for each operation.

[0108] Selection of one of the carriages, 58 and 59, is accomplished by vertical movement of the magazine as described above. Additionally, the playing of disks is accomplished by raising the disk reader assembly 200 with the selected disk in the playback position so as to lift the selected disk off the carriage, 58 or 59. Both operations are executed by the vertical drive mechanism discussed above with reference to Fig. 16.

[0109] Referring now to Figs. 29-32, the operation of the vertical drive mechanism is illustrated wherein the magazine 50 is transported from a position selecting the seventh (lowest) disk to one selecting the first (highest) disk in the magazine 50.

[0110] In Fig. 29, the vertical drive mechanism is shown with the lifter plate 43 in the store position rotating the shifting member 44 clockwise by means of the first arm 61 so that the third arm 63 engages the second output gear 119 of the planetary gear assembly 100. With the second output gear 119 locked, the drive force of the motor 231 is transmitted via the first output gear 117 to the first speed reduction gear 115 which drives the rack 17 of the cam plate chassis 13. In Figs. 29 and 30, the cam plate chassis 13 is shown shifted fully to the left of the figures. In this extreme left position, the magazine 50 is fully raised by the guide pins 88 resting in a top step of stepped cam slots 15. The seventh disk is now the selected disk. When the motor 231 is engaged, the cam plate chassis 13 is shifted to the right and is guided by the guide slots 18 and guide pins 12.

[0111] Referring to Figs. 31 and 32, the cam plate chassis 13 is shifted to an extreme right which lowers the magazine to select the first disk in a top one of the carriages 59 as shown in Fig. 32. While transport of the magazine 50 is being effected, the cam gear 110 is rotated so that the lifting pin 186 of the support frame of the disk reader assembly 200 is in a lower portion of the cam slot 101 and the disk reader assembly 200 is in a lowered position.

[0112] Referring to Figs. 33-36, the operation of the vertical drive mechanism raising and lowering the disk reader assembly 200 is illustrated.

[0113] Referring to Figs. 33 and 34, the lifter plate 43 is moved to a position associated with the eject, load and playback states of operation wherein it provides a clearance between desired ones of the carriages, 58 and 59, for the withdrawal or insertion of the selected carriage from or into the magazine 50. In this position, the lifter plate 43 has rotated the shifting member 44 counterclockwise so that the second arm 62 locks the first speed reduction gear 115 coupled to the planetary gear assembly 100. The drive force of the motor 231 is diverted to the second speed reduction gear 114 which drives the cam gear 110.

[0114] Referring now to Figs. 33 and 34, the cam gear 110 is rotated by the motor 231 to a position in which the lifting pin 186 engages a lower portion of the cam slot 101 and the disk reader assembly 200 is in the lower position.

[0115] Referring now to Figs. 35 and 36, the motor 231 drives the cam gear 110 counter-clockwise, while the disk reader assembly 200 is in the playback state, engaging the lifting pin 186 with an upper portion of the cam slot 101. The turntable 202 of the disk reader assembly 200 is thus raised to engage the disk 201 at the playback position.

[0116] Alternative embodiments of the present invention can provide for other types of drive switching devices in place of the planetary gear assembly 100. One type of drive switching device includes a pivoting gear meshed with an output of a motor. The pivoting gear is pivoted between two positions at which it is alternatively meshed with an input gear of a mechanism for raising and lowering the disk reader assembly 200 or a input gear of a mechanism for moving the magazine 50. Similarly, a mechanism may be provided for swinging a motor between two positions of engagement with alternative inputs. It is understood that while the instant embodiment employs geared drives, friction drive mechanisms may also be employed. The details of such mechanisms are omitted as they are realizable by those skilled in the art having viewed this disclosure.

[0117] Referring to Fig. 39, the disk 201 is lifted free of its carriage, 58 or 59, and pressed into clamping engagement against the clamp assembly 190. The turntable 202 then rotates the disk 201 while the optical pickup 203 travels from left and right in the figure to read the disk 201. The disk 201 is played while overlapping the remaining disks 201 in the magazine 50. The overlapping arrangement presented is made possible by the clearance provided by the lifter plate 43 as shown in Fig. 37. The selected disk 201 is released from the disk reader assembly 200 by reversing the operation of the motor 231 thereby lowering the disk reader assembly 200. The selected disk 201 then may be stored or ejected as discussed above.

[0118] Alternative embodiments of the present invention provide for the lowering of the clamp assembly 190
while the selected disk is displaced downward upon a turntable 202 where the disk reader assembly 200 is fixed in position. Such an embodiment provides for the simultaneous lowering of the selected carriage in a clearance provided by a downward displacement of the disks 201 in a magazine.

[0119] Having described preferred embodiments of the invention with reference to the accompanying drawings, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to those precise embodiments, and that various changes and modifications may be effected therein by one skilled in the art without departing from the scope of the invention as defined in the appended claims.

**Claims**

1. A disk player capable of playing a selected disk of a plurality of disks comprising

   a disk reader (200) for reading said selected disk;
   a magazine (50); holding means (51, 58, 59) in said magazine (50) for movably holding said plurality of disks (201); and said holding means (51, 58, 59) including means for permitting displacement of said plurality of disks in a direction substantially perpendicular to recording surfaces of said disks;

   characterized by:

   transport means (28) for transporting said selected disk between said disk reader (200), an eject position, a load position, and said magazine (50); and separator means (43) for increasing a spacing between at least one disk adjacent to said selected disk in said magazine (50) to permit said transport means (28) to engage and move said selected disk.

2. A disk player according to claim 1 wherein said separator means (43) lifts an upper disk away from said selected disk.

3. A disk player according to claim 1, wherein:

   said holding means (51, 59) includes a plurality of carriages;
   said plurality of disks (201) being fittable in said plurality of carriages;
   said separator means (43) includes a movable separator member responsive to said transport means (28) inserting or extracting said selected carriage; and said separator member engages at least one of said carriages adjacent a carriage containing said selected disk.

4. A disk player according to claim 3 wherein:

   said carriages each have a separator engagement portion (167), said separator member has a carriage engagement portion (140); and at least one of said separator engagement portion (167) and said carriage engagement portion (140) is wedge-shaped.

5. A disk player according to claim 4 wherein said separator means (43) includes means for moving said separator member in a linear path substantially parallel to planes of said disks (201) in said magazine (50).

6. A disk player according to claim 1 wherein said disk reader (200) reads said selected disk partially within an opening defined by said separator means (43) and overlapping said disks (201) in said magazine (50).

7. A disk player according to claim 6 comprising:

   means for permitting movement (101, 110) of said disk reader (200) in a direction substantially perpendicular to a recording surface of said selected disk; and means for moving said disk reader (200) such that said disk reader lifts said selected disk from said selected carriage transported to said disk reader from said magazine.

8. A disk player according to claim 1 further comprising means for pivotally supporting (51) said disks (201) along a rear edge thereof furthest from said disk reader.

9. A disk player according to claim 8 further comprising:

   a plurality of carriages (58, 59) in said magazine;
   said plurality of disks (201) being contained in said plurality of carriages (58, 59); said means for pivotally supporting (51) including prongs engaging said plurality of carriages (58, 59); and at least some carriages (58, 59) include a recess (165) for accepting one of said prongs.

10. A disk player according to claim 9 wherein:

    said carriages (58, 59) are stacked in said magazine (50) with adjacent surfaces in contact
with each other; and said recesses (165) have a depth for accepting said prongs sufficient to permit said carriages (58, 59) to be stacked upon each other.

11. A disk player according to claim 10 wherein adjacent surfaces of said carriages (58, 59) in said magazine (50) have interlocking guides (55).

12. A disk player according to claim 10, wherein:

- said plurality of carriages (58, 59) include at least a first carriage (59) and a second carriage (58);
- a first recess (162) in a top surface of said carriage (59) for accepting a disk of a first size having a diameter less than a diameter of said first recess;
- said second carriage (58) having said first and a second recess (162, 166) in a top surface of said second carriage and occupying a bottom position in said magazine (50);
- said first recess (162) accepts disks of a first type;
- said second recess (166) has a smaller diameter than said diameter of said first recess and accepts a disk of a second type having a diameter less than said smaller diameter;
- said second carriage (58) has a protrusion (168) from a bottom surface thereof corresponding to said second recess (166); and
- said magazine (50) has base guide supports (53) for slidably supporting said second carriage (58) on surfaces of said second carriage (58) outside of an area of said protrusion.

13. A disk player according to anyone of claims 4 to 12 wherein:

- said separator member includes further a keeper means (141) disposed with the carriage engagement portion (140) at an end of said separator member, said keeper means engaging the separator engagement portion (167) of a non-displaced carriage adjacent said carriage containing said selected disk to hold said non-displaced carriage in said magazine.

**Patentansprüche**

1. Plattenspieler, der in der Lage ist, eine ausgewählte Platte aus einer Mehrzahl von Platten zu spielen, bestehend aus:

- einem Plattenleser (200) für das Lesen der ausgewählten Platte;
- einem Magazin (50);
- Haltemitteln (51, 58, 59) in dem Magazin (50)

um die Mehrzahl von Platten (201) bewegbar zu halten; und

wobei die Haltemittel (51, 58, 59) Mittel besitzen, die Mehrzahl von Platten in einer im wesentlichen senkrecht zu den Aufnahmeflächen der Platten gerichteten Richtung zu versetzen;

gekennzeichnet durch:

- Transportmittel (28) um die ausgewählte Platte zwischen dem Plattenleser (200), einer ausgeschobenen Stellung, einer Ladestellung und dem Magazin (50) zu transportieren; und
- Trennmittel (43) um einen Abstand zu wenigstens einer der ausgewählten Platte benachbarten Platte in dem Magazin (50) zu vergrößern, um den Transportmitteln zu gestatten, die ausgewählte Platte zu greifen und zu bewegen.

2. Plattenspieler nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Trennmittel (43) eine obere Platte von der ausgewählten Platte wegheben.

3. Plattenspieler nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

- die Haltemittel (51, 59) eine Mehrzahl von Trägern besitzen;
- die Mehrzahl von Platten (201) in die Mehrzahl von Trägern paßt;
- die Trennmittel (43) ein bewegliches Trennglied besitzen, das in Abhängigkeit von den Transportmitteln (28) den ausgewählten Träger einschiebt oder herauszieht; und
- wobei das Trennglied wenigstens einen dem Träger, der die ausgewählte Platte enthält, benachbarten Träger erfaßt.

4. Plattenspieler nach Anspruch 3, wobei:

- jeder Träger einen Eingriffsbereich (167) für das Trennglied besitzt;
- das Trennglied einen Eingriffsbereich (140) für den Träger besitzt; und
- entweder der Eingriffsbereich (167) für das Trennglied oder der Eingriffsbereich (140) für den Träger keilförmig ist.

5. Plattenspieler nach Anspruch 4, wobei die Trennmittel (43) Mittel für das Bewegen des Trenngliedes entlang eines Pfades besitzen, der im wesentlichen parallel zu Flächen der Platten (201) in dem Magazin (50) ausgerichtet ist.

6. Plattenspieler nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Plattenleser (200) die ausgewählte Platte stückweise in einer Öffnung liest, die durch die Trennmittel (43) definiert wird und die Platten (201) in dem Magazin (50) überdeckt.
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7. Plattenspieler nach Anspruch 6, mit:
Mitteln (101, 110), die die Bewegung des Plattendünn (200) in einer Richtung erleben, die im wesentlichen senkrecht zu einer Aufnahmefläche einer ausgewählten Platte ausgerichtet ist; und
Mitteln, den Plattendünn (200) so zu bewegen, daß der Plattendünn die ausgewählte Platte aus dem ausgewählten Träger hebt, der von dem Magazin zu dem Plattendünn transportiert wurde.

8. Plattenspieler nach Anspruch 1, der weiter Mittel (51) für das schwenkbare Halten der Platten (201) entlang einer hinteren Kante von diesen besitzt, die am weitesten von dem Plattendünn entfernt liegt.

9. Plattenspieler nach Anspruch 8, außerdem mit:
einer Mehrzahl von Trägern (58, 59) in dem Magazin;
mit der Mehrzahl von Platten (201) in der Mehrzahl von Trägern (58, 59) enthalten ist;
mit den Mittel (51) für das schwenkbare Halten Stifte besitzen, die in der Mehrzahl von Trägern (58, 59) eingreifen; und
mit wenigstens einige Träger (58, 59) eine Ausnehmung (165) aufweisen, die einen der Stifte aufnimmt.

10. Plattenspieler nach Anspruch 9, wobei:
die Träger (58, 59) in dem Magazin (50) so gestapelt sind, daß sie mit benachbarten Oberflächen aneinander liegen; und
die Ausnehmungen (165) eine Tiefen für die Aufnahme der Stifte aufweisen, die ausreichend ist, um das Stapeln der träge aufeinander zu erlauben.

11. Plattenspieler nach Anspruch 10, wobei benachbarte Oberflächen der Träger (58, 59) in dem Magazin (50) ineinander eingreifend Führungen (55) besitzen.

12. Plattenspieler nach Anspruch 10, wobei:
die Mehrzahl von Trägern (58, 59) wenigstens einen ersten Träger (59) und einen zweiten Träger (58) umfassen;
eine erste Ausnehmung (162) für die Aufnahme einer Platte einer ersten Größe mit einem Durchmesser, der kleiner ist, als der ersten Ausnehmung in der oberen Oberfläche des Trägers (59) vorhanden ist;
der zweite Träger (58) die erste und eine zweite Ausnehmung (162, 166) in einer oberen Oberfläche des zweiten Trägers besitzt und eine untere Position in dem Magazin (50) einnimmt; die erste Ausnehmung (162) Platten einer erstarrent Größe annimmt; die zweite Ausnehmung (166) einen geringeren Durchmesser aufweist, als der Durchmesser der ersten Ausnehmung und eine Platte einer zweiten Art aufnimmt, die einen Durchmesser besitzt, der kleiner als der besagte kleinere Durchmesser ist; der zweite Träger (58) einen Vorsprung (165) an einer Bodenseite besitzt, der mit der zweiten Ausnehmung (166) korrespondiert; und das Magazin (50) an seiner Basis Führungsflächen (53) besitzt, um den zweiten Träger (58) auf Flächen des zweiten Trägers (58) außerhalb des Bereichs des Vorsprungs gleitend zu halten.

13. Plattenspieler nach einem der Ansprüche 4 bis 12, wobei:
das Trennblech weiter bei dem Eingriffsbereich (140) für den Träger Haltemittel (141) besitzt, wobei die Haltemittel den Eingriffsbereich (167) für das Trennblech eines nicht versetzten Trägers erfassen, der benachbart zu dem Träger ist, der die ausgewählte Platte enthält, um den nicht versetzten Träger in dem Magazin zu halten.

Reverdiations

1. Tourne-disque susceptible de passer un disque choisi parmi une pluralité de disques comprenant:
un lecteur de disque (200) pour lire ledit disque sélectionné;
un magasin (50); des moyens de retenue (51, 58, 59) dans ledit magasin (50) pour retenir, en pouvant les déplacer, ladite pluralité de disques (201); et lesdits moyens de retenue (51, 58, 59) comprenant des moyens pour permettre le déplacement de ladite pluralité de disques dans une direction sensiblement perpendiculaire aux surfaces d'enregistrement desdits disques;

2. caractérisé par:
des moyens de transport (28) pour transporter ledit disque sélectionné entre ledit lecteur de disque (200), une position d'éjection, une position de chargement, et ledit magasin (50); et des moyens séparateurs (43) pour augmenter l'écartement entre au moins un disque adjacent audit disque sélectionné dans ledit magasin.
(50) de façon à permettre auxdits moyens de transport (28) de venir prendre et déplacer ledit disque sélectionné.

2. Tourne-disque selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledits moyens séparateurs (43) soulèvent un disque supérieur en l'écartant dudit disque sélectionné.

3. Tourne-disque selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :
   ledits moyens de retenue (51, 59) comprennent une pluralité de chariots ;
   ladite pluralité de disques (201) pouvant être engagés dans ladite pluralité de chariots ;
   ledits moyens séparateurs (43) comprennent un organe séparateur qui se déplace en réponse auxdits moyens de transport (28) pour introduire ou extraire ledit chariot sélectionné ; et
   ledit organe séparateur vient prendre au moins l'un desdits chariots adjacents à un chariot contenant ledit disque sélectionné.

4. Tourne-disque selon la revendication 3, dans lequel :
   ledits chariots comprennent chacun une partie (167) d'engagement de séparateur;
   ledit organe séparateur comprend une partie (140) d'engagement de chariot ; et
   au moins l'une desdites parties (167) d'engagement de séparateur et partie (140) d'engagement de chariot a une forme de coin.

5. Tourne-disque selon la revendication 4, dans lequel ledits moyens séparateurs (43) comprennent des moyens pour déplacer ledit organe séparateur suivant un trajet linéaire sensiblement parallèle aux plans desdits disques (201) dans ledit magasin (50).

6. Tourne-disque selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit lecteur de disque (200) lit ledit disque sélectionné en partie à l'intérieur d'une ouverture définie par ledits moyens séparateurs (43) et recouvrant ledits disques (201) dans ledit magasin (50).

7. Tourne-disque selon la revendication 6, comprenant :
   des moyens pour permettre le mouvement (101, 110) dudit lecteur de disque (200) dans une direction sensiblement perpendiculaire à une surface d'enregistrement dudit disque sélectionné ; et
   des moyens pour déplacer ledit lecteur de disque (200) de telle façon que ledit lecteur de disque soulève ledit disque sélectionné depuis ledit chariot sélectionné transporté vers ledit lecteur de disque depuis ledit magasin.

8. Tourne-disque selon la revendication 1 comprenant en outre des moyens pour supporter (51) en pivotement ledits disques (201) suivant leur bord arrière le plus loin dudit lecteur de disque.

9. Tourne-disque selon la revendication 8, comprenant en outre :
   une pluralité de chariots (58, 59) dans ledit magasin;
   ladite pluralité de disques (201) étant contenus dans ladite pluralité de chariots (58, 59);
   ledits moyens de support (51) en pivotement comprenant des griffes qui portent contre ladite pluralité de chariots (58, 59) ; et
   au moins certains chariots (58, 59) comprennent une cavité (165) pour accepter l'une desdites griffes.

10. Tourne-disque selon la revendication 9, dans lequel :
   ledits chariots (58, 59) sont emplis dans ledit magasin (50 avec leurs surfaces adjacentes en contact les unes avec les autres ; et
   ledites cavités (165) ont une profondeur permettant de recevoir lesdites griffes suffisamment pour permettre auxdits chariots (58, 59) d'être emplis les uns au-dessus des autres.

11. Tourne-disque selon la revendication 10, dans lequel les surfaces adjacentes desdits chariots (58, 59) dans ledit magasin (50) comportent des guides d'interverrouillage (55).

12. Tourne-disque selon la revendication 10, dans lequel :
   ladite pluralité de chariots (58, 59) comprennent au moins un premier chariot (59) et un second chariot (58) ;
   une première cavité (162) formée dans une surface supérieure dudit chariot (59) pour accepter un disque d'une première dimension ayant un diamètre inférieur à un diamètre de ladite première cavité ;
   ledit second chariot (58) comportant ladite première et une seconde cavités (162, 168) formées dans une surface supérieure dudit second chariot et occupant une position de fond dans ledit magasin (50) ;
   ladite première cavité (162) accepte des disques d'un premier type ;
   ladite seconde cavité (166) présente un diamè-
tre plus petit que le diamètre de ladite première cavité et accepte un disque d'un second type ayant un diamètre inférieur audit plus petit diamètre :
ledit second chariot (58) comporte une protubérance (168) issue d'une surface de fond de ce chariot correspondant à ladite seconde cavité (166) ; et
ledit magasin (50) comporte des supports (53) de guide de base pour supporter en coulissemen
tment ledit second chariot (58) sur des surfaces dudit second chariot (58) à l'extérieur de la ré
gion de ladite protubérance.

13. Tourne-disque selon l'une quelconque des revendications 4 à 12, dans lequel:

ledit organe séparateur comprend en outre un moyen de maintien (141) disposé avec la partie d'engagement du chariot (140) à une extrémité dudit organe séparateur. lesdits moyens de maintien venant porter contre la partie centrale (67) d'engagement du séparateur d'un chariot non déplacé adjacent audit chariot contenant ledit disque sélectionné pour retenir ledit chariot non déplacé dans ledit magasin.